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TRUMP ENDS FAMILY SEPARATION ORDER
PENCE FACED CRITICISM IN PHILADELPHIA

Philadelphia , 20.06.2018, 23:26 Time

USPA NEWS - The damage over the catastrophe at the border went nationwide and hundreds of protesters took the Rittenhouse
Parc in Philadephia where Vice President Mike Pence was delivering a message during a Republican Governor Association
Fundraising event. Protesters called Donald Trump's administration to stop separate families who crossed the U.S border illegally.

Nearly 2000 children according to sources, have been separated from their parents under a zero-tolerance policy where immigrants
caught crossing illegally the border are prosecuted. Philadelphia Protestors gathered inside a Parc, across from the Rittenhouse Hotel
in Philadelphia, where Vice President was delivering a message during a fundraising for Republican Governors Association.

Vice President Mike Pence arrived in Philadelphia around 5 pm when he was welcomed by hundreds of protesters gathered inside the
Parc to give him a message: Stop separating children from their parents at the border. 

Demonstrators chanted, shouted ''shame on you'' and against the Trump's policy of separating undocumented parents from their
children. Protesters came with more than hundred of messages and shoes to show love and compassion to nearly 2000 immigrants
children who were separated from their parents during an attempt to cross the United States borders.

Earlier this Wednesday, June, 20, President Donald Trump signed an executive order to end families separation at the border. The
executive order, President Trump said, was “�about keeping families together, while at the same time being sure that we have a very
powerful, very strong border“�.

The president denied allegations that he was backing down from his strict stance on immigration, telling reporters at the signing that
the southern border was “just as tough“� as before.

TRUMP SIGNED AN EXECUTIVE ORDER 

On Wednesday, June, 20, President Donal Trump signed an executive order to end families separation at the border. The executive
order, President Donald Trump said, was “�about keeping families together, while at the same time being sure that we have a very
powerful, very strong border“�.

The president denied allegations that he was backing down from his strict stance on immigration, telling reporters at the signing that
the southern border was “just as tough“� as before.
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